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Radios

• Wearable/mobile device sensors have 
multiple radios which are used to detect 
presence in a location as well as contact.

• Global Positioning System
• Bluetooth
• WiFi
• Cellular
• RFID
• …

• Technologies differ broadly in range, 
architecture and energy efficiency.



Global Positioning 
System

• Global Positioning System (GPS) is US 
governed.

• Other Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS) exist, e.g., GLONASS (Russian 
Federation), Beidou (China) and Galileo 
(European Union).



Satellites

• There are 30+ GPS Satellites.
• Satellites have atomic clock (receivers do not: but can deduce time 

precisely from the various satellites).
• Their position is known very precisely.
• The time delay between when the satellite transmits and the receiver 

receives is proportional to the distance between the satellite and the 
receiver.
• A satellite broadcasts a message (also containing its transmit time ToT).
• Receiver can calculate the time delay of the signal (ie T).

Time of travel x speed of light = distance D



Simplification of Distance Calculation



2-D and 3-D Triangulation

• 3-D  triangulation is similar but 
with spheres. 
• 3 Satellites intersect in exactly 2 

points.
• The Earth is the 4th sphere and 

reduces this to exactly 1 point.



How does a receiver know the position of 
satellites?

• Satellites are on fixed trajectories.
• An almanac of satellites and approximate orbital information are 

downloaded by the receivers.
• Ground Control station computes corrections to satellite trajectories 

(these are also downloaded by receivers regularly).



Assisted GPS

• GPS receivers take time to start as they have to download the 
almanac, or download trajectories (if almanac has already been 
downloaded).
• Trajectory corrections updated every 4 hours.
• Assisted GPS simply sends this additional information through a data 

link (cellular or WiFi) to the receiver making it faster and making the 
GPS always ready.



Cellular Networks



Cellular Networks and Location

• Triangulation can be done if you know where the basestations are, to 
infer phone locations

• Basestation density changes depending on areas (eg more dense in 
cities)







Applications

• Navigations and dementia
• COVID-19
• Malaria tracking



Detecting Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) 
Early from Outdoor Mobility Traces

UK has 680k AD patients costing £23B to the economy
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Navigation and AD



Outdoor Navigation

• 33 participants at MCI stage
• Mini-ACE test results: 15 AD 

patients and 18 controls
• Used GPS tracker devices
• Tracked for 15 days
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Preprocessing: Extract returning segments

• Returning to a place is driven by Entorhinal cortex
• This is affected early by AD
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Trajectories

• Segments • Features



Classification of Alzheimer’s Patients



Classification of Alzheimer’s Patients



Interesting questions

• How many samples we need?
• What are the discriminating features?
• At what stage of AD can we discriminate?
• Do we need to send the data elsewhere for analysis? Or just features?
• Can the model run on device?



COVID-19 Mobility, 
Inequality and Reopening
• Anonymized location data from mobile apps

• Census Block Groups (CBGs) contain from 300 to 6000 people
• Points of interests (POIs): restaurants, gyms,…

• March 2020 to May 2020



Mobile Network

• CBGs (info on population, race and 
age demographics, income…)
• POI (label, eg restaurant, size and 

dwell time averages)
• Bipartite graph: G (V,E)

• V= CBGs U POIs
• E= weights (number of people moving 

from CBG to POI per time interval) 



Epidemics Model

• SEIR Model
• Susceptible
• Exposed: infected but not infectious
• Infectious
• Recovered

• The model has only three free parameters: (1) transmission rates at 
POIs, (2) transmission rates at CBGs and (3) the initial proportion of 
exposed individuals.



The SEIR Model applied…



The SEIR Model applied…



The SEIR Model applied…



Model Fitting



Infections per POIs
• in the Chicago metro area, 10% of POIs accounted for 85% of 

infections.



Reopening…

Infections predicted after 1 month of reopening over fractions of 
visits lots due to partial reopening



Race, Income effects



Malaria

• The malaria parasite is carried by an infected person and spreads 
through mosquito bites.
• Human movements increases malaria spreading 

Wesolowski A, Eagle N, Tatem AJ, Smith DL, Noor AM, Snow RW, Buckee CO. Quantifying the impact of 
human mobility on malaria. Science. 2012 Oct 12;338(6104):267-70. 



Cellular Data vs Malaria Areas
• Cellular base station location
• Cluster of similar malaria risks and geography

Black dots: base stations
Gray dots: settlements
Red: high malaria 
prevalence



Quantifying Human Movement between 
Risk Regions 
• A: movement
• B: returning residents (importing parasites)



Ethics and Privacy!

• Location data is sensitive
• Anonymized aggregations offer some protection
• One paper says “exclude census block groups if there are only less 

than five devices recorded from that CBG to a POI”



Location Privacy Breaches

• If the approximate locations of an anonymous user’s 
home and workplace can be deduced from a location 
trace, then the median size of the individual’s anonymity 
set in the U.S. working population is 1, 21 and 34,980, for 
locations known at the granularity of a census block, 
census tract and county respectively.
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De-anonimyzation

• Netflix type datasets contains narrow range of behaviour (preferences 
of movies)
• Sensing data contain a wider range of behaviours
• Correlation of activities can be a “key”

• Eg you go to the gym at a certain time after a train ride
• This increases data sparsity
• Broad range of auxiliary information which can be used by an adversary
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Example
• Auxiliary information of the adversary is a collection of activities by a 

user.  
• Aim: Identify which of the anonymized activity streams belongs to the 

target user. 
• Auxiliary information may be collected by observing the user or from 

available public sources.
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Questions


